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1. Project Introduction
2. Technology’s Status Quo 
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Germany: ca. 600 Τ𝐤𝐢𝐥𝐨𝐭𝐨𝐧𝐬 𝐀𝐥 𝐚 ≈ 73 Τ𝐆𝐖𝐡 𝒂
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Primary AC Coil
Magnetic Field Lines
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Existing HTS-Induction Heaters Notes
2008: Predecessor Project Prototype
Bültmann GmbH, Zenergy Power GmbH
Improvement potential in current project:
- Maintenance Downtimes
- Magnetic Field Strength
- Manufacturing Cost Effectiveness
2017: Supercoil® Trial Run Publication
Supercoil Co., Ltd. (S. Korea)
“Supercoil has a target to realize these supercon-
ducting induction heater technologies for indus-
tries.” 
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Contribution Aim
Cryostat Heat Load Budgeting











> 10 years lifetime
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𝑝 ≈ 10−5 mbar
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Design Methods
CAD-Software
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Change Emissivities
ሶ𝑄rad, stage 2 ≈ − ሶ𝑄stage 1 = 𝑓(𝑒warm, 𝑒kalt)
Possibilities:
20.11.202016
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Manufacturer





Cold Head Model KDE412SA COOLPOWER 10 MD CH-210L
1st Stage at 80 K
Cooling 
Power 
Margin 95 W 25 % 110 W 45 % 90 W 18 %
2nd Stage at 20 K
Cooling 
Power 
Margin 15 W 120 % 18 W 165 % 9.5 W 40 %
20.11.202017
Conclusions – Eligible Cryocoolers
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Conclusions – Summary
Heat loads approximated conservatively
Respective Distribution 
eligible for Single Cryocooler
Highly cost-effective cryostat
design finished
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Measure Cryocooler Performances
80 K & 20 K
Higher Temperatures → Better Cooldown Estimation
Detail Engineering
Induction Heater Assembly
Prototype Test Run
20.11.202019
Prospects
Cryocooler Test Vessel
